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Nestled in a historic Art Deco building at New York’s Nestled in a historic Art Deco building at New York’s LaGuardia AirportLaGuardia Airport, the , the MarineMarine

Air TerminalAir Terminal is a throwback to the golden age of aviation. It was the home of the is a throwback to the golden age of aviation. It was the home of the

�ying boat, the Pan Am Clipper, the world’s �rst taste of commercial passenger�ying boat, the Pan Am Clipper, the world’s �rst taste of commercial passenger

travel. But the glory of this massive technological wonder was short-lived in thetravel. But the glory of this massive technological wonder was short-lived in the

United States.United States.

Following the rapid growth of land runways and advances in engineering, theFollowing the rapid growth of land runways and advances in engineering, the

novelty of �ying boats wore off. With his new documentary, “Flying Boat,” novelty of �ying boats wore off. With his new documentary, “Flying Boat,” DirkDirk

BraunBraun wants to remind people of this largely forgotten era of aviation history. wants to remind people of this largely forgotten era of aviation history.

Braun, a Greenwich native and founder of Red Mtn Production, is working on aBraun, a Greenwich native and founder of Red Mtn Production, is working on a

project about �ying boats, which he dubs the “ultimate adventure machines.” Theproject about �ying boats, which he dubs the “ultimate adventure machines.” The

full-length feature �lm, which will be partially produced in Greenwich andfull-length feature �lm, which will be partially produced in Greenwich and

surrounding areas, focuses on the history of the Grumman HU-16 Albatross �yingsurrounding areas, focuses on the history of the Grumman HU-16 Albatross �ying

boats as well as the people dedicated to their preservation.boats as well as the people dedicated to their preservation.

All the stories, all the timeAll the stories, all the time Unlock Greenwich Time for ¢Unlock Greenwich Time for ¢

“I want to touch upon the romance of �ying and the synergy between man and“I want to touch upon the romance of �ying and the synergy between man and

machine,” he said. “I think that’s lost with automation; now it’s just a �ight deck andmachine,” he said. “I think that’s lost with automation; now it’s just a �ight deck and

automated controls. I want this to be a �lm of passion and excitement becauseautomated controls. I want this to be a �lm of passion and excitement because

these planes do things that other machines can’t.”these planes do things that other machines can’t.”

A diverse group of people — airline pilots, retired military pilots and privateA diverse group of people — airline pilots, retired military pilots and private

The sky’s the limit for Dirk Braun’s new film, Flying Boat.The sky’s the limit for Dirk Braun’s new film, Flying Boat.
/ Melissa Wisenbaker/ Melissa Wisenbaker
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enthusiasts — owns, maintains and �ies the few remaining examples of theseenthusiasts — owns, maintains and �ies the few remaining examples of these

aircrafts, according to Braun. Along with co-producer aircrafts, according to Braun. Along with co-producer Tom CaseyTom Casey of Rye and of Rye and

production associate production associate Cory BixlerCory Bixler of Darien, the Colorado transplant has spent the of Darien, the Colorado transplant has spent the

last 10 months researching, �lming and brainstorming the direction of the project.last 10 months researching, �lming and brainstorming the direction of the project.

Braun will travel across the region, from Connecticut and Manhattan to BermudaBraun will travel across the region, from Connecticut and Manhattan to Bermuda

and the Bahamas, as part of the project. One of these locations, the and the Bahamas, as part of the project. One of these locations, the Davis-MonthanDavis-Monthan

Air Force BaseAir Force Base in Tucson, Ariz., had an Albatross in its boneyard, or storage area for in Tucson, Ariz., had an Albatross in its boneyard, or storage area for

retired aircrafts, for close to 46 years before anyone thought to mend it. As luckretired aircrafts, for close to 46 years before anyone thought to mend it. As luck

would have it, Casey, a former pilot and Braun’s collaborator on the �lm, decided towould have it, Casey, a former pilot and Braun’s collaborator on the �lm, decided to

buy the relic and ultimately restored it in 1994. Though it was neglected for so long,buy the relic and ultimately restored it in 1994. Though it was neglected for so long,

the �ying boat is once again a beautiful machine, according to Braun.the �ying boat is once again a beautiful machine, according to Braun.

“It's a �ying masterpiece, a work of great art,” he said.“It's a �ying masterpiece, a work of great art,” he said.
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Throughout the 1950s, the Albatross was �own commercially by Pan AmericanThroughout the 1950s, the Albatross was �own commercially by Pan American

Airlines in the Paci�c Mariana Islands. In its heyday, the machine realized the dreamAirlines in the Paci�c Mariana Islands. In its heyday, the machine realized the dream

of long distance air travel, according to Braun. The Albatross, like its fellowof long distance air travel, according to Braun. The Albatross, like its fellow

amphibious �ying boats, has the ability to land and take off in water and in extremeamphibious �ying boats, has the ability to land and take off in water and in extreme

conditions with their sturdy construction and powerful hulls. Unsurprisingly, it alsoconditions with their sturdy construction and powerful hulls. Unsurprisingly, it also

became widely used by the military, primarily in search and rescue missions onbecame widely used by the military, primarily in search and rescue missions on

open water.open water.

Today, these �ying boats have been repurposed by companies like Today, these �ying boats have been repurposed by companies like BillabongBillabong and and

Quicksilver for commercial use. According to Braun, there’s only a dozen of theQuicksilver for commercial use. According to Braun, there’s only a dozen of the

Albatross �ying boats left in the world of the approximately 466 originally built. TheAlbatross �ying boats left in the world of the approximately 466 originally built. The

�lm wants to be a tribute to its legacy, as well as its potential future.�lm wants to be a tribute to its legacy, as well as its potential future.
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“This is something that just captures anyone’s imagination,” Braun said. “When you“This is something that just captures anyone’s imagination,” Braun said. “When you

see it, you can’t believe what it does.”see it, you can’t believe what it does.”

Braun hopes to complete the �lm by late fall and then start introducing it at �lmBraun hopes to complete the �lm by late fall and then start introducing it at �lm

festivals across the country.festivals across the country.
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